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ABSTRACT

We introduce a parametric view of non-local two-step denoisers, for which BM3D is a major
representative, where quadratic risk minimization is leveraged for unsupervised optimization. Within
this paradigm, we propose to extend the underlying mathematical parametric formulation by iteration.
This generalization can be expected to further improve the denoising performance, somehow curbed by
the impracticality of repeating the second stage for all two-step denoisers. The resulting formulation
involves estimating an even larger amount of parameters in a unsupervised manner which is all the
more challenging. Focusing on the parameterized form of NL-Ridge, the simplest but also most
efficient non-local two-step denoiser, we propose a progressive scheme to approximate the parameters
minimizing the risk. In the end, the denoised images are made up of iterative linear combinations of
patches. Experiments on artificially noisy images but also on real-world noisy images demonstrate
that our method compares favorably with the very best unsupervised denoisers such as WNNM,
outperforming the recent deep-learning-based approaches, while being much faster.

Keywords Patch-based image denoising · non-local methods · unsupervised learning · Stein’s unbiased risk estimation ·
statistical aggregation

1 Introduction

Among the inverse problems in imaging, denoising is without doubt the most extensively studied. In its simplest
formulation, an image x ∈ Rd is perturbed by an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) w of variance σ2. Denoising
then consists in processing the resulting noisy image y = x + w in order to remove the noise component w and
recovering the original signal x.

Over the years, a rich variety of strategies, tools and theories have emerged to address this issue at the intersection of
statistics, signal processing, optimization and functional analysis. But this field has been recently immensely influenced
by the development of machine learning techniques and deep neural networks. Viewing denoising as a simple regression
problem, this task ultimately amounts to learning a network to match the corrupted image to its source. In practice, a
training phase is necessary beforehand, during which the network is optimized by stochastic gradient descent on an
external dataset consisting of clean/noisy image pairs. The power of deep-learning lies in its tremendous generalization
capabilities allowing it to be just as effective beyond its training set. This approach has revolutionized denoising, as
well as many inverse problems in computer vision. Numerous supervised neural networks, mostly convolutional, have
been proposed since then for image denoising [19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 35], leading to state-of-the-art performances.

However, these supervised methods, in addition to being cumbersome due to the computationally demanding optimiza-
tion phase, suffer from their high sensitivity to the quality of the training set. The latter must indeed provide diverse,
abundant and representative examples of images; otherwise, mediocre or even totally aberrant results can be obtained
afterwards. This makes their use sometimes impossible in some cases, a fortiori when noise-free images are missing.
Unsupervised learning - a machine learning technique in which only the input noisy image is used for training - with
deep neural networks was investigated as an alternative strategy [30, 31, 32] but their performance are still limited when
compared to their conventional counterparts [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 15, 7, 17, 18].
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In this context, BM3D [9] remains the reference method in unsupervised denoising and is still competitive today even if
it was developed fifteen years ago. Leveraging the non-local strategy, its mechanism relies on processing collaboratively
groups of similar noisy patches across the image, assuming a locally sparse representation in a transform domain. Since
then, a lot of methods based on this strategy were developed achieving comparable performance [10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. In
a recent paper [11], we proposed a unified view of unsupervised non-local two-step methods, BM3D [9] being at the
forefront. We showed how these methods can be reconciled starting from the definition of a family of estimators. Under
this paradigm, we inferred a novel algorithm [11] based on ridge regressions, which, despite its apparent simplicity,
obtains the best performances. A natural idea for improving these non-local two-step methods [9, 10, 11] is to repeat
the second step again and again, taking advantage of the availability of a supposedly better image estimate than in the
previous step. However, counter-intuitively, it does not work in practice as if these methods intrinsically peaked at the
second step.

In this paper, in order to overcome the second stage limitation, we propose to generalize the underlying parametric
formulation of non-local denoisers by chaining them. We show that, when iterating linear combinations of patches
and by exploiting more and more refined pilots, unsupervised learning is feasible and effective. Despite the very large
number of parameters of the underlying function to be estimated, the resulting algorithm is remains relatively fast.
Compared to the two-step version [11], the proposed algorithm named LIChI (Linear and Iterative Combinations of
patcHes for Image denoising), implementing the generalized class of functions, removes a large amount of denoising
artifacts, resulting in a nicer final image. The denoising performance, assessed in terms of PSNR values, is also
significantly improved when compared to unsupervised deep-learning-based and conventional methods.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe a parametric view of non-local two-step
denoisers [9, 10, 11] and verify the second stage limitation. In Section 3, we introduce a generalization by iteration of
these denoisers and propose a progressive scheme to approximate the optimal parameters in a unsupervised manner
when considering linear combinations of similar patches. In Section 4, leveraging some techniques with inspiration
from deep-learning, we show how to derive an initial pilot, and study its influence on the final result. Finally, in Section
5, experimental results on popular datasets, either artificially noisy or real-world data, demonstrate that our method
improves significantly the original version [11]. In particular, the resulting algorithm outperforms the unsupervised
deep-learning-based techniques and compares favorably with the very best method [12] while being much faster at
execution.

2 Premilinaries: a parametric view of unsupervised two-step non-local methods

2.1 A parametric formulation of non-local denoisers

Popularized by BM3D [9], the grouping technique (a.k.a. block-matching) has proven to be a key ingredient in achieving
state-of-the-art performances in unsupervised image denoising [10], [11], [12], [13], [14]. This technique consists in
gathering small noisy patches together according to their similarity in order to denoise them collaboratively. Figure 1
summarizes the whole process composed of three steps. First, groups of k similar noisy square patches

√
n×√n are

formed. In practice, for each overlapping patch taken as reference, the similarity, in the `2 sense generally, with its
surrounding overlapping patches is computed. Its k-nearest neighbors, including the reference patch, are then selected
to form a so-called similarity matrix Yi ∈ Rn×k, where each column represents a flattened patch. Note that, excluding
time optimization tricks, the number of groups of patches is strictly equal to the number N of overlapping patches in
the noisy input image. Subsequently, the N groups are processed in parallel with the help of a local denoising function
f . An estimate of the noise-free corresponding similarity matrix X̂i = f(Yi) ∈ Rn×k is then obtained for each group.
Finally, the denoised patches are repositioned to their initial locations in the image and aggregated, or reprojected [2],
as pixels may have several estimates. Generally, plain (or sometimes weighed) averaging is used to that end.

The choice of the local denoising function f remains an open question. Restricting it to be a member of a class of
parameterized functions (fΘ), we have proposed in [11] a unified framework to properly select one candidate among
the chosen class for each group of patches. Figure 1 gives the underlying parameterized functions for three different
denoisers [9, 10, 11]. Formally, adopting an even broader view, a non-local denoiser φΘ taking as input a noisy image
y composed of N overlapping patches of size

√
n×√n can itself be viewed as a highly parameterized function:

φΘ(y) = π−1(FΘ(π(y))) (1)

where π is an operator that extracts N groups of similar patches, viewed as similarity matrices (Yi)
N
i=1 ∈ RN×n×k,

π−1 is its pseudo-inverse (replacing the patches at their initial positions and aggregating them by plain averaging)
and FΘ = {fΘi}Ni=1 is the function performing the denoising of all similarity matrices in a parallel fashion with
Θ = {Θi}Ni=1. More precisely, FΘ : RN×n×k 7→ RN×n×k is a function treating each group independently through
fΘi which is exclusively dedicated to the ith similarity matrix Yi. In the following, we assume that patch grouping
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f⇥N

<latexit sha1_base64="xejn4oIRi7b+Pju49qHZGH0weO4=">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</latexit>

f⇥i+1

<latexit sha1_base64="GspRTOY9cDeB3QI0yo6iNeY1rm0=">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</latexit>

f⇥i�1

<latexit sha1_base64="PB9Nhh37j3vFG1+QLfeUQltqkvs=">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</latexit>...

<latexit sha1_base64="PB9Nhh37j3vFG1+QLfeUQltqkvs=">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</latexit>...

<latexit sha1_base64="kpREcfXsQCoHJH84DoZSU9tGCqM=">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</latexit>

Group
extraction

<latexit sha1_base64="7FtQ6f27dbP33E/b+EbaKKdMBjA=">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</latexit>

Aggregation

<latexit sha1_base64="rZdBkTVAF5CTy+f7jHm1bBYgpFg=">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</latexit>

1

<latexit sha1_base64="VnlxI5ZVLdcIkiErzkmyV0j67Ws=">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</latexit>

i � 1

<latexit sha1_base64="WkLvO5IzBUf7+f+lLlFcJ3kqx1Q=">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</latexit>

i + 1

<latexit sha1_base64="FHItOoWgtOFkPLkH5CEUyNOPXdA=">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</latexit>

N

<latexit sha1_base64="rQVFcgDejDJfJhH8fnbrL5RRdQc=">AAAE1HiclVNNb9NAEJ0UAyV8teXIxSJF4hQ5VQUcK3rpgUORmrRSGpA/tmVV22vtroHI5FRx5cwVfhX8A/gXvJ1sgFAlBVu2Z9/Me955u5tUuTQ2ir61Vq4EV69dX73Rvnnr9p27a+sbA6NqnYp+qnKlj5LYiFyWom+lzcVRpUVcJLk4TM52Xf7wjdBGqvLAjisxKuLTUp7INLaAXh6zQqNFNtmUm6/WOlE34iu8GPR80CF/7av11lc6powUpVRTQYJKsohzisngHlKPIqqAjagBphFJzguaUBvcGlUCFTHQM7xPMRp6tMTYaRpmp/hLjkeDGdJDcBTqNGL3t5DzNSs7dJF2w5pubmN8E69VALX0GuhlvFnlv/MMKgrufYwn+w9mBvQEXTlP51nLnLPgPGXHJJgVI87L1GvUvAbOp/APDy0UKmAuzpDXiFNmzlY1ZI5hp103Mee/c6VD3Tj1tTX9WNqZeytWtuzL7+40cm7ei7kl7yDhvdAYvVuylxr2y620+lVXAn/LuOD95LSG9Jw9m1ZPEB3M5SeoMN4TyWsyWqjVsFMFz9DxpppOfR8Vil03UJkpuVkt23c5IsWdzmZ3WXXFudqfTIWv8H9p44z3/j7RF4PBVrf3uLv9Yquz88yf9lW6Tw/oEU70E9qhPfTSh7amT/SZvgSD4H1wHnyYlq60POcezV3Bx5+epvqB</latexit>

i

<latexit sha1_base64="kBXRdmGaMfR1u7CPlHFGFBEv5YU=">AAAE1HiclVNNb9NAEJ0UAyV8tXDkEpEicYqcCgHHCi4cOBSpSSulAfljW6zaXmt3TYlMTogrZ67wq+AfwL/gzWQDhCop2LI9+2be887b3bjKM+vC8Ftr7UJw8dLl9Svtq9eu37i5sXlraHVtEjVIdK7NQRxZlWelGrjM5eqgMioq4lztxydPOb//Rhmb6XLPTSo1LqLjMjvKksgBenkoCo1R6XTrdOvVRjfshXJ1zgZ9H3TJX7t6s/WVDiklTQnVVJCikhzinCKyuEfUp5AqYGNqgBlEmeQVTakNbo0qhYoI6AnexxiNPFpizJpW2An+kuMxYHboHjgadQYx/60j+VqUGV2m3Ygmz22Cb+y1CqCOXgM9jzev/HeeRUUhvU/wpP/BTIEeoSv2dJG1yjkHzmNxLAOzEoS9TLxGLWvAPnX+8NBBoQLGcYq8QZwIc76qHeFYcZq7iST/XSoZ5XHia2v6sbIzfmtRduLL7+4Mcjzv5dxSdpDyXhiM3q7YS434xSutf9WVwE8FV7KfWGtEz8WzWfUU0d5CfooK6z3JZE3GS7UacaqQGTJvpsnqu6jQ4rqFylyJZ7Vq3+WItHQ6n9151ZXkan8yNb7K/6WNM97/+0SfDYbbvf7D3oMX292dJ/60r9Mdukv3caIf0Q49Qy8DaBv6RJ/pSzAM3gXvgw+z0rWW59ymhSv4+BPcHvqP</latexit>w

<latexit sha1_base64="mLTjm1FKMuh+ljy9QuGmm6sqij0=">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</latexit>

X̂i

<latexit sha1_base64="NQYH2AEE8O5ggQjtS+bOufWpfHM=">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</latexit>

Group denoising F⇥

BM3D [9] assumes a locally sparse
representation in a transform domain:

NL-Bayes [10] was originally es-
tablished in the Bayesian setting:

NL-Ridge [11] denoises each patch by linearly
combining its most similar noisy patches:

fΘi(Yi) = P>(Θi � (PYiQ))Q>, fΘi,βi(Yi) = ΘiYi + βi~1
>
k , fΘi(Yi) = YiΘi.

where P andQ are orthogonal matrices
and� denotes the Hadamard product.

where~1k denotes the k-
dimensional all-ones vector.

Figure 1: Illustration of the parametric view of non-local denoisers. Examples of parameterized functions fΘi ,
unequivocally identifying the denoiser, are given whose parameters Θi are eventually selected for each group of patches
by "internal adaptation" (see equation (6)).

operator π is ideal and forms the patch groups solely based on the similarity of the underlying noise-free patches,
and thus independently of the noise realization. This way, π(y)i can be identified as the ith noisy similarity matrix
associated to the noise-free one π(x)i.

Note that the number of parameters of φΘ is N times the number of parameters of a single local denoising function
fΘi . Therefore, its number of parameters grows linearly with the number of patches. As an illustrative example and
excluding time optimization tricks, Θ ∈ RN×n×k in the case of BM3D [9] because Θi ∈ Rn×k has the same size as a
patch group (see Fig. 1). This represents about a hundred million parameters to be found for a 256× 256 image with
standard patch and group sizes, n = 8× 8 and k = 16.

2.2 Parameter optimization

In [11], we showed that unsupervised two-step non-local algorithms [9, 10, 11] could be reconciled adopting a local
minimal risk point of view to compute parameters {Θi}Ni=1 independently. More generally, the ultimate objective is to
minimize the global risk defined as:

RΘ(x) = E‖φΘ(y)− x‖22, (2)
where x is the clean image supposed known and y is the random vector following the distribution dictated by the given
noise model (for example, in the case of additive white Gaussian noise of variance σ2, y ∼ N (x, σ2I) where I is
the identity matrix). The mathematical expectation is therefore solely on y. In others words, the optimal estimator
x̂ = φΘ∗(y) minimizes the risk, i.e.

Θ∗ = arg min
Θ
RΘ(x). (3)

Solving (3) directly is difficult due to the aggregation step via operator π−1 in (1). Therefore, a (suboptimal) greedy
approach is used and aims at minimizing the risk at the individual patch group level, as originally proposed in [11].
This allows the problem to be decomposed into N simpler independent subproblems:

Θ∗i = arg min
Θi

E‖fΘi(Yi)−Xi‖2F︸ ︷︷ ︸
RΘi

(Xi)

, (4)

where Yi = π(y)i and Xi = π(x)i are the ith noisy and noise-free similarity matrices, respectively, and where ‖·‖F
denotes the Frobenius norm. For the underlying parameterized functions of [9], [10] and [11] (see Fig. 1), problem (4)
has a closed-form solution in the case of additive white Gaussian noise as shown by [11].
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Figure 2: Evolution of the PSNR for BM3D [9], NL-Bayes [10] and NL-Ridge [11] algorithms when repeating the
"internal adaptation" stage on Set12 dataset with noise level σ = 25. After a remarkable jump of PSNR observed
between the first estimate and the second one, obtained with "internal adaptation", the PSNR barely improves thereafter
and even decreases.

2.3 Internal adaptation

Obviously x is unknown in practice as it is precisely what we are looking for. Consequently, the minimization problem
(3) cannot actually be solved. However, assuming that a (weak) estimate x̃ of the denoised image (a.k.a. pilot or oracle
[3]) is available, the authors of [35] proposed, in the context of deep learning, to substitute it for x in risk expression (2).
Formally, the idea is to consider the surrogate:

RΘ(x̃) = E‖φΘ(y)− x̃‖22, (5)

where y follows the distribution imposed by the noise model (for example, in the case of additive white Gaussian noise
of variance σ2, y ∼ N (x̃, σ2I)).

Originally, this so-called "internal adaptation" technique was viewed as a simple post-processing refinement to boost
performances of lightweight networks first trained in a supervised manner [35, 4, 5]. In particular, as argued by their
authors [35], "internal adaptation" can be useful when the incoming noisy image y deviates from the general statistics
of the training set. However, this technique, as shown in [11], turns out to be at the core of the second stage of
state-of-the-art unsupervised two-step denoisers [9, 10, 11] where each local risk defined in (4) is replaced by the
empirical one:

RΘi(X̃i) = E‖fΘi(Yi)− X̃i‖2F (6)

where Yi = π(y)i and X̃i = π(x̃)i.

As long as the pilot x̃ is not too far from the ground truth image x, x̂ = φΘ∗(y) obtained through "internal adaptation"
by minimizing (5) may be closer to x than the pilot itself (although there is no mathematical guarantee). In practice, all
state-of-the-art two-step denoisers [9, 10, 11] always observe a significant boost in performance using this technique
compared to the estimate obtained during their first stage. However, counter-intuitively, repeating the process does not
bring much improvement and tends on the contrary to severely degrade the image after a few iterations (see Fig. 2).
Therefore, these methods stop directly after a single step of "internal adaptation".

Based on this concept, we introduce below a generalized expression of (1) to overcome the second stage limitation.
Using a progressive optimization scheme, the proposed algorithm, when used with linear combinations of patches,
enables to considerably improve the denoising performance, making it as competitive as WNNM [12], the best
unsupervised method to the best of our knowledge.

3 Unsupervised iterative linear combinations of patches

In the following, for the sake of simplicity, we assume an additive white Gaussian noise model of variance σ2.

3.1 Denoising by iterative linear combinations of patches

We propose to study a class of parameterized functions that generalizes (1):

Φ{Θm}Mm=1
(y) = [φΘM

◦ . . . ◦ φΘ1
] (y) (7)
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where M ∈ N∗ and "◦" denotes the function composition operator. In other words, we consider the M times iterated
version of function (1). In this work, we focus on group denoising functions of the following form:

fΘi(Yi) = YiΘi (8)

already used in [11] (see Fig. 1). This choice is motivated by the fact that, despite their apparent simplicity, we proved
in [11] that considering linear combinations of patches is remarkably efficient for image denoising. Note that when
fixing Θm = {Ik}Ni=1 for m ≥ 2, where Ik denotes the identity matrix of size k, the above class of functions coincides
with (1) as fIk is the identity function idRn×k .

3.2 A progressive scheme for parameter optimization

Following the same approach as for two-step non-local denoisers, our objective is to minimize the quadratic risk:

{Θ∗m}Mm=1 = arg min
{Θm}Mm=1

E‖Φ{Θm}Mm=1
(y)− x‖22︸ ︷︷ ︸

R{Θm}Mm=1
(x)

(9)

where x is the ground truth image assumed known for the moment and y ∼ N (x, σ2I). The optimal estimator, in the
`2 sense, is then x̂ = Φ{Θ∗m}Mm=1

(y).

Solving (9) is much more challenging than minimizing (2) due to the repeated aggregation/extraction steps implicitly
contained in expression (7) via π ◦π−1. Indeed, it is worth noting that [π ◦π−1](z) 6= z for z ∈ RN×n×k when patches
in z are not consistent (i.e. there exists two different patch estimates for the same underlying patch). Therefore, we
propose a (suboptimal) progressive approach to approximate the solution of (9) as follows:

Θ∗1 = argmin
Θ1

E‖φΘ1(y)− y1‖22
Θ∗2 = argmin

Θ2

E‖[φΘ2 ◦ φΘ∗1 ](y)− y2‖22
...

Θ∗M = argmin
ΘM

E‖[φΘM
◦ φΘ∗M−1

◦ . . . ◦ φΘ∗1 ](y)− yM‖22

(10)

where ym = x+ τm(y − x) with (τm)1≤m≤M a strictly decreasing sequence satisfying 0 ≤ τm < 1 and τM = 0 (i.e.
yM = x). Basically, Θm are found iteratively in a way such that composing by a new φΘm closes the gap even more
with the ground truth image x. Essentially, the proposed scheme amounts to solving M problems of the form:

Θ∗m = arg min
Θm

E‖φΘm
(zm−1)− ym‖22, (11)

where zm = [φΘ∗m ◦ . . . ◦ φΘ∗1 ](y) if m ≥ 1 and z0 = y (note that, by construction, zm is expected to be close to ym).

3.3 Resolution when the ground truth is available

In order to solve (11), we adopt a greedy approach by minimizing the quadratic loss at the individual patch group level
as done in (4). The problem is then decomposed into as many independent subproblems as there are patch groups:

Θm∗
i = arg min

Θmi
E‖fΘmi

(Zm−1
i )− Y mi ‖2F , (12)

where Y mi = π(ym)i = Xi + τm(Yi −Xi) with Xi = π(x)i and Zm−1
i = π(zm−1)i.

In its current state, (12) cannot be solved easily as in (4) because the probability distribution of the pixels contained in
Zm−1
i is intractable. Indeed, the repeated aggregation/extraction steps from which Zm−1

i is formed make obtaining
its law cumbersome. However, it can be approximated by construction as a convex combination of the ith noisy and
noise-free similarity matrices Yi = π(y)i and Xi = π(x)i, respectively, that is:

Zm−1
i ≈ Xi + tm−1

i (Yi −Xi), (13)

with tm−1
i ∈ (0, 1] to be estimated for each similarity matrix and expected to be close to τm−1 when m ≥ 2. Note that

for m = 1, this approximation is in fact exact with t0i = 1. Denoting sd(.) the operator that computes the standard
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Figure 3: Illustration of the proposed scheme based on the use of M = 3 pilots for unsupervised optimization.

deviation of the coefficients of the input random matrix, we have sd(Yi−Zm−1
i ) = (1− tm−1

i )σ. The parameter tm−1
i

can therefore be estimated by:
tm−1
i = 1− sd(Yi − Zm−1

i )/σ. (14)

Finally, conceding this small approximation, minimization problem (12) yields a closed-form solution given by (see
appendix):

Θm∗
i =

(
1− τm

tm−1
i

)(
X>i Xi + n(tm−1

i σ)2Ik
)−1

X>i Xi +
τm

tm−1
i

Ik. (15)

3.4 Use of M cost-efficient pilots for unsupervised resolution

Obviously solving the initial objective (9) is impossible in practice, whatever the scheme of optimization adopted, as
the ground truth image x is missing. In section 2, we have mentioned that substituting a pilot x̃ for x, that is applying
"internal adaptation" [35], constitutes the reference method to overcome this issue when M = 1. In the general case,
we propose to use M different pilots x̃1, . . . , x̃M . More precisely, pilot x̃m is dedicated to the computation of Θ∗m as
follows:

- Xi = π(x)i is replaced by X̃m
i = π(x̃m)i.

- tm−1
i is computed using the sample standard deviation in (14) where Yi = π(y)i and Zm−1

i = π(zm−1)i are
the only realizations at our disposal.

- Θm∗
i is finally computed with (15).

Let us assume that, for m ≥ 1, Θ∗1, . . . ,Θ
∗
m−1 have already been computed and that pilot x̃m is available. Then, Θ∗m

can be computed using this pilot and we propose to use an updated one for the next step of the form:

x̃m+1 = [φΞm ◦ φΘ∗m−1
◦ . . . ◦ φΘ∗1 ](y) = φΞm(zm−1). (16)

where parameters Ξm are to be found. Ideally, we want:

Ξ∗m = arg min
Ξm

E‖φΞm(zm−1)− x‖22 (17)

for which the solution is given, according to (15) with τm = 0, by:

Ξ∗m =
{(
X>i Xi + n(tm−1

i σ)2Ik
)−1

X>i Xi

}N
i=1

(18)

But, as x is unknown in practice, Xi = π(x)i is replaced by the latest pilot at our disposition, that is X̃m
i = π(x̃m)i,

and sample standard deviation is used for the computation of tm−1
i in (14). This way, provided that an initial pilot x̃1 is

available, all set of matrices from Θ∗1 to Θ∗M can be computed iteratively with updated pilots at each step to finally get
x̂ = Φ{Θ∗m}Mm=1

(y) = zM as the final estimate for x. As for the choice of the initial pilot x̃1, the reader is referred to
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section 4 in this regard. Figure 3 illustrates the proposed scheme for unsupervised resolution based on the use of M
different pilots.

We want to emphasize that using the M proposed pilots instead of a single one for each step does not add much in
terms of computational cost, while improving a lot the estimation process. Indeed, the cost for computing the Ξ∗m can
be immediately recycled to compute the Θ∗m at the same time:

Θ∗m =

{
(1− τm

tm−1
i

)Ξm∗i +
τm

tm−1
i

Ik

}N
i=1

(19)

The whole detailed procedure is summarized in Algorithm 1 where patch grouping is performed on zm at each step m.

Algorithm 1 LIChI: Linear and Iterative Combinations of patcHes for Image denoising
Require: Noisy image y, initial pilot x̃1, noise level σ, group size k, patch size

√
n, number of iterations M , sequence

(τi)1≤i≤M .
Ensure: Denoised image x̂.
z0 = y
for m = 1 to M do

for each
√
n×√n patch in zm−1 indexed by i do

Find its k most similar patches in zm−1 to form similarity matrix Zm−1
i .

Form X̃m
i and Y mi with the corresponding patches in x̃m and y, respectively.

tm−1
i = 1− sd(Y mi − Zm−1

i )/σ

Ξmi =
(
X̃m>
i X̃m

i + n(tm−1
i σ)2Ik

)−1

X̃m>
i X̃m

i

X̃m+1
i = Zm−1

i Ξmi
Θm
i = (1− τm

tm−1
i

)Ξmi +
τm

tm−1
i

Ik

Zmi = Zm−1
i Θm

i
end for
Reposition and aggregate patches of each patch group Zmi and X̃m+1

i to form zm and updated pilot x̃m+1.
end for
return zM

4 Building an initial pilot

In Algorithm 1, an initial pilot x̃1 is necessary. If in theory, any denoiser can be used to that end, we show in this
section how to build one of the form x̃1 = φΘ(y) where linear combinations of patches is once again leveraged for
local denoising (8). The denoisers that we consider in this section are then described by Algorithm 2, all differing in the
estimation of the parameters Θ = {Θi}Ni=1 corresponding to the combination weights.

Algorithm 2 Pilot initialization by linear combinations of patches
Require: Noisy image y, noise level σ, group size k, patch size

√
n.

Ensure: Pilot image x̃.
for each

√
n×√n patch in y indexed by i do

Find its k most similar patches in y to form similarity matrix Yi.
Compute combination weights Θi with (21), (26), (27) or (28).
X̃i = YiΘi.

end for
Reposition and aggregate patches of each patch group X̃i to form the pilot image x̃.
return x̃

4.1 Stein’s unbiased risk estimate (SURE)

Considering the same risk minimization problem as (2) for the optimization of Θ = {Θi}Ni=1 brings us back to the study
of the N independent subproblems of the form (4). However, this time we aim to minimize each local risk by getting
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rid of any surrogate for the ground truth similarity matrices Xi. Stein’s unbiased risk estimate (SURE) provides such
an opportunity. Indeed, this popular technique in image denoising [26, 27, 28] gives an estimate of the risk RΘi(Xi)
that solely depends on the observation Yi. In the case of linear combinations of patches (8), the computation of SURE
yields (see appendix):

− knσ2 + ‖YiΘi − Yi‖2F+2nσ2 tr(Θi), (20)

where tr(.) denotes the trace operator. Substituting this estimate for the risk RΘi(Xi) and minimizing it with regards to
Θi, we get:

ΘSURE
i =

(
Y >i Yi

)−1 (
Y >i Yi − nσ2Ik

)
. (21)

Note that ΘSURE
i is close to the parameters Θ∗i minimizing the risk as long as the variance of SURE is low. A rule of

thumbs used in [26] states that the number of parameters must not be "too large" compared to the number of data in order
for the variance of SURE to remain small. In our case, this suggests that n > k. In other words, a small amount of large
patches are necessary for this technique. Finally, a possible pilot for x is x̃1 = φΘSURE(y) with ΘSURE = {ΘSURE

i }Ni=1.

4.2 Noisier2Noise

Although somewhat counter-intuitive, the authors of [29] showed, in a deep-learning context, that training a neural
network to recover the original noisy image from a noisier version (synthetically generated by adding extra noise)
constitutes an efficient way to learn denoising weights without access to any clean training examples. Drawing a
parallel, this amounts in our case to considering the minimization of the following risk:

RΘ(y) = E‖φΘ(z)− y‖22, (22)

where y is the only noisy observation at our disposal and z is the noisier random vector following the probability
distribution dictated by the chosen extra-noise model. In particular, in the case of additive white Gaussian noise
of variance (ασ)2, where α > 0 is an hyperparameter controlling the amount of extra noise, z ∼ N (y, (ασ)2I).
Mathematically speaking, minimizing (22) is no more difficult than minimizing (2) and the same greedy approximation
used in (4) can be applied bringing us to solve the N independent local subproblems:

Θ̂α,i = arg min
Θi

E‖fΘi(Zi)− Yi‖2F , (23)

where Zi = π(z)i and Yi = π(y)i. As showed by [11], problem (23) amounts to solving a multivariate ridge regression
and the closed-form solution is:

Θ̂α,i =
(
Y >i Yi + n(ασ)2Ik

)−1
Y >i Yi. (24)

To get an estimate of the noise-free image x, Noisier2Noise [29] suggests to compute:

(1 + α2)φΘ̂α
(z)− z

α2
(25)

where Θ̂α is the minimizer of (22) approached by {Θ̂α,i}Ni=1. In appendix, we show that this quantity is equal to
φΘα

(y) on average with ΘNr2N
α = {ΘNr2N

α,i }Ni=1 where:

ΘNr2N
α,i =

(
Y >i Yi + n(ασ)2Ik

)−1 (
Y >i Yi − nσ2Ik

)
. (26)

The choice of the hyperparameter α remains an open question. The authors of [29] recommend the value α = 0.5
that works well for a variety of noise levels in their experiments. This is the value that we use for all our experiments
thereafter. Interestingly, for α→ 0, parameters ΘNr2N

α converge to ΘSURE. A practical advantage of ΘNr2N
α over ΘSURE

is that the matrices Y >i Yi + n(ασ)2Ik in (26) are symmetric positive-definite and therefore invertible, contrary to
Y >i Yi in (21) which is only positive semi-definite and positive-definite almost surely in the case of ideal additive
white Gaussian noise when n ≥ k. For real-world noisy images, estimation through combination weights ΘNr2N

α is
recommended over ΘSURE as, in some cases, matrices Y >i Yi may not be invertible.

Note that the same weight expressions as (26) can also be obtained within the Recorrupted-to-recorrupted [34] paradigm,
which was originally applied in a deep-learning context, and that provides an unbiased estimate of a risk close to (4).
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Figure 4: Average PSNR (in dB) results on patch groups (dotted line), after aggregation (dashed line) and when taken
as input for Algorithm 1 (solid line) for Set12 dataset depending on combination weights used and noise level. Patch
and group sizes are chosen as indicated by Table 1.
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Figure 5: Colormap of the PSNR (in dB) of the denoised similarity matrices (n = 7× 7 and k = 18) associated with
each overlapping patch of the noisy image. The average PSNR on similarity matrices is also indicated.

4.3 Two additional extreme pilots

In the case where the noisy patches within a group Yi are originally strictly identical (perfect patch group), the optimal
weights are the one computing a plain averaging (see appendix):

ΘAVG
i = ~1k~1

>
k /k (27)

where ~1k denotes the k-dimensional all-ones vector. Under the optimistic assumption that each patch group formed is
perfect, the pilot x̃1 = φΘAVG(y) with ΘAVG = {ΘAVG

i }Ni=1 is then optimal.

On the contrary, when the patch groups formed are highly dissimilar, collaborative denoising cannot be beneficial and
the resulting "do-nothing" weights are:

ΘNoisy
i = Ik. (28)

where Ik is the identity matrix of size k. Under this pessimistic assumption, the pilot x̃1 = φΘNoisy(y) = y is optimal.
This in fact amounts to consider the original noisy image itself as an initial pilot for Algorithm 1.

4.4 Comparison of the pilots

To study the performance of the proposed pilots, we compare them at three different levels: at the individual patch group
level, at the global level after the aggregation stage and finally, most importantly, when taken at input for Algorithm 1.
Figure 4 displays the average PSNR results obtained for these three criteria at different noise levels on a popular image
dataset. Although the studied pilots have very different behaviors at the patch group level, they tend to give similar
results when taken as input for Algorithm 1. The "do-noting" weights (28), however, perform slightly worse than the
other three, especially at high noise levels, while the averaging ones (27) are disappointing at low noise levels. As for
SURE (21) and Noisier2Noise (26) weights, they give almost identical results in the end even if the Noisier2Noise
weights are much more efficient on the similarity matrices. By the way, this highlights a non-intuitive phenomenon
which was already observed in [4]: being efficient at the patch scale is a sufficient but not necessary condition to be
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Figure 6: Image denoising of Castle image from BSD68 dataset (σ = 15) by Algorithm 2 for three different
combinations weights: (21) , (26) and (27). Right: a single estimate per pixel (no aggregation), left: aggregation by
averaging all estimates per pixel.

efficient after the aggregation stage. This confirms that aggregation is not a basic post-processing step but plays a
crucial role in image denoising.

Figure 5 provides a visual comparison of the performance of the different combination weights depending on the
location of the reference patch for intermediate noise level. Unsurprisingly, combination weights (27) are extremely
effective on the smooth parts of the image because they are theoretically optimal when applied on groups of patches
being originally identical (see appendix). However, when patch groups are less homogeneous, which occurs when the
reference patch is a rare patch, averaging over inherently dissimilar patches severely affects restoration. On the contrary,
SURE (21) and Noisier2Noise (26) weights seem to be more versatile and less sensitive to the homogeneity of the
similarity matrices, yielding comparable reconstruction errors regardless of the rarity of the reference patch.

4.5 The crucial role of the aggregation stage

To get a better understanding of the role of the aggregation stage, we define ψΘ(y) as the estimator that skips it:

ψΘ(y) = ρ(FΘ(π(y))) (29)

where operator ρ replaces each patch at their initial location and selects a single estimate among those available for a
given pixel. The single estimate is arbitrarily chosen at random from the most central pixels of the denoised reference
patches to avoid considering poor quality estimates. In particular, when the patch size

√
n is an odd number, the

chosen estimates are the denoised central pixels of the reference patches. Figure 6 illustrates the gap of performance
between ψΘ(y) and φΘ(y) for combination weights (21), (26) and (27). Skipping the aggregation step results in a much
poorer estimation, especially for weights (21) and (26). As a matter of fact, non-local methods have the particularity of
producing a large number of estimates per noisy pixel, up to a few thousand (see Fig. 6), because a noisy pixel can
appear in many similarity matrices and even several times in one. To study the benefit of exploiting those multiple
estimates, a bias-variance decomposition can be leveraged:

E‖x̃− x‖22/d︸ ︷︷ ︸
MSE

= ‖E(x̃)− x‖22/d︸ ︷︷ ︸
squared-bias

+E‖x̃− E(x̃)‖22/d︸ ︷︷ ︸
variance

(30)

where x̃ is the estimator for the ground truth image x. Figure 7 highlights the bias–variance tradeoff for estimators
ψΘ(y) and φΘ(y) and combination weights (21), (26) and (27) where y is the noisy image shown in Fig. 3. We can
notice that the squared-bias part of the MSE in (30) is practically unchanged whether aggregation is applied or not.
However, a remarkable drop in variance is notable. This is particularly impressive for SURE estimator (21), which
significantly reduces its variance and so its MSE thanks to aggregation, closing the gap with the Noisier2Noise estimator
(26) as they share almost the same squared-bias. However, for averaging estimator (27), the variance represents a very
small part in the MSE decomposition (30) and so aggregation is not beneficial.

We can draw a parallel with a popular machine-learning ensemble meta-algorithm: bootstrap aggregating, also called
bagging [16]. Bagging consists of fitting several (weak) models to sampled versions of the original training dataset
(bootstrap) and combining them by averaging the outputs of the models during the testing phase (aggregation). This
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Figure 7: Bias-variance tradeoff between estimators (1) and (29), i.e. with (w/) and without (w/o) aggregation, for three
different types of combination weights. Results obtained with noisy image shown in Fig. 3 at noise level σ = 20 with
patch size n = 9× 9 and group size k = 18, estimated via Monte-Carlo simulation using 100 different realizations of
the noise.

Table 1: Recommended patch size n and group size k for Algorithm 2 and corresponding number of iterations M in
Algorithm 1.

σ n k M

10 < σ ≤ 10 9× 9 16 6
10 < σ ≤ 30 11× 11 16 9
30 < σ ≤ 50 13× 13 16 11

procedure is known for improving model performance, as it decreases the variance of the model, without increasing the
squared-bias. In our case, the bootstrap samples can be materialized by the numerous noisy similarity matrices Yi on
which (weak) models fΘi(.) are trained in an unsupervised manner. Combining pixel estimates by aggregation enables
to significantly reduce the variance while keeping the squared-bias unchanged.

5 Experimental results

In this section, we compare the performance of the proposed method, referred to as LIChI (Algorithm 1), with state-
of-the-art methods, including related deep-learning-based methods [19, 20, 35, 30, 31, 32] applied to standard gray
images artificially corrupted with additive white Gaussian noise with zero mean and variance σ2 but also real-world
noisy images. The implementations provided by the authors were used for all algorithms. Performances of LIChI and
other methods are assessed in terms of PSNR values when the ground truth is available. The code can be downloaded
at: https://github.com/sherbret/LIChI/.

5.1 Setting of algorithm parameters

In all our experiments, the patch size n, the group size k and the strictly decreasing sequence (τm)1≤m≤M in algorithm
1 are empirically chosen as n = 6 × 6, k = 64 and τm = 0.75 × (1 −m/M), respectively. As for the number of
iterationsM , its value depends on the noise level σ: the higher the noise level, the more iterations of linear combinations
of patches are necessary. Moreover, its optimal value is also influenced by the quality of the initial pilot, itself dependent
on patch and group sizes according to algorithm 2. In Table 1, we report, for each noise range, the recommended patch
size n and group size k in algorithm 2 for deriving the first pilot x̃ with Noisier2Noise weights as this the most relevant
choice based on the experiments in section 4, and the associated number of iterations M .

For the sake of computational efficiency, the search for similar patches, computed in the `2 sense, across the image
is restricted to a small local window w × w centered around each reference patch (in our experiments w = 65).
Considering iteratively each overlapping patch of the image as reference patch is also computationally demanding,
therefore only an overlapping patch over δ, both horizontally and vertically, is considered as a reference patch. The
number of reference patches and thus the time spent searching for similar patches is then divided by δ2. This common
technique [9, 11, 12] is sometimes referred in the literature as the step trick. In our experiments, we take δ = 3. Finally,
to further speed up the algorithm, the search for the location of patches similar to the reference ones is only performed
every third iteration because, in practice, the calculated locations vary little from one iteration to the next.
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Table 2: The PSNR (dB) results of different methods on three datasets corrupted with synthetic white Gaussian noise
and σ = 5, 15, 25, 35 and 50. Best among each category (unsupervised or supervised) is in bold. Best among each
subcategory is underlined.

Methods Set12 BSD68 Urban100

Noisy 34.25 / 24.61 / 20.17 / 17.25 / 14.15 34.25 / 24.61 / 20.17 / 17.25 / 14.15 34.25 / 24.61 / 20.17 / 17.25 / 14.15

U
ns

up
er

vi
se

d
Tr

ad
iti

on
al

2-
st

ep

BM3D [9] 38.02 / 32.37 / 29.97 / 28.40 / 26.72 37.55 / 31.07 / 28.57 / 27.08 / 25.62 38.30 / 32.35 / 29.70 / 27.97 / 25.95
NL-Bayes [10] 38.12 / 32.25 / 29.88 / 28.30 / 26.45 37.62 / 31.16 / 28.70 / 27.18 / 25.58 38.33 / 31.96 / 29.34 / 27.61 / 25.56
NL-Ridge [11] 38.19 / 32.46 / 30.00 / 28.41 / 26.73 37.67 / 31.20 / 28.67 / 27.14 / 25.67 38.56 / 32.53 / 29.90 / 28.13 / 26.29

M
-s

te
p WNNM [12] 38.36 / 32.70 / 30.26 / 28.69 / 27.05 37.80 / 31.37 / 28.83 / 27.30 / 25.87 - / 32.97 / 30.39 / - / 26.83

LIChi 38.36 / 32.71 / 30.24 / 28.61 / 26.81 37.80 / 31.41 / 28.86 / 27.31 / 25.72 38.77 / 33.00 / 30.37 / 28.59 / 26.56

D
ee

p
le

ar
ni

ng DIP [30] - / 30.12 / 27.54 / - / 24.67 - / 28.83 / 26.59 / - / 24.13 - / - / - / - / -
Noise2Self [31] - / 31.01 / 28.64 / - / 25.30 - / 29.46 / 27.72 / - / 24.77 - / - / - / - / -
Self2Self [32] - / 32.07 / 30.02 / - / 26.49 - / 30.62 / 28.60 / - / 25.70 - / - / - / - / -

Su
pe

rv
is

ed DnCNN [19] - / 32.86 / 30.44 / 28.82 / 27.18 - / 31.73 / 29.23 / 27.69 / 26.23 - / 32.68 / 29.97 / 28.11 / 26.28
FFDNet [20] 38.11 / 32.75 / 30.43 / 28.92 / 27.32 37.80 / 31.63 / 29.19 / 27.73 / 26.29 38.12 / 32.43 / 29.92 / 28.27 / 26.52
LIDIA [35] - / 32.85 / 30.41 / - / 27.19 - / 31.62 / 29.11 / - / 26.17 - / 32.80 / 30.12 / - / 26.51

DCT2net [4] 37.65 / 32.10 / 29.71 / 28.10 / 26.39 37.34 / 31.09 / 28.64 / 27.17 / 25.68 37.59 / 31.48 / 28.81 / 27.04 / 25.17

5.2 Results on artificially noisy images

We tested the denoising performance of our method on three well-known datasets: Set12, BSD68 [36] and Urban100
[37]. Figure 8 provides a qualitative comparison with other state-of-the-art algorithms. LIChI compares favorably with
the very best methods, including DnCNN [19] which is the most cited supervised neural network for image denoising.
In particular, this neural network, contrary to our method, is unable to recover properly the stripes on Barbara image,
probably because such structures were not present in its external training dataset. Moreover, the benefit of iterating
linear combinations, compared to the one-pass version represented by NL-Ridge [11] is clearly visible. Indeed, many
eye-catchy artifacts, especially around the edges, are removed and the resulting denoised image is much more pleasant
and natural.

PSNR results are reported in Table 2 on the three datasets considered at different noise levels. For the sake of a fair
comparison, algorithms are divided into two categories: unsupervised methods, meaning that these algorithms only
have access to the input noisy image (either traditional or deep learning-based), and supervised ones (i.e. deep neural
networks) that require a training phase beforehand on an external dataset. Note that only the single-image extension
was considered for Noise2Self [31] and the time-consuming "internal adaptation" option was not used for LIDIA [35].
Results show that, although simpler conceptually, LIChI is as efficient as WNNM [12], the best unsupervised denoiser,
to the best of our knowledge. This proves that considering iterative linear combinations of noisy patches is enough to
reach state-of-the-art performances. However, for very high noise levels (σ ≥ 50), our method seems to lose some of its
effectiveness and the low-rank paradigm adopted by WNNM [12] is objectively better. Finally, it is interesting to notice
that, on Urban100 [37] dataset which contains abundant structural patterns and textures, all supervised neural networks
are outperformed by the best unsupervised methods.

5.3 Results on real-world noisy images

We also tested the proposed method on the Darmstadt Noise Dataset [33] which is a dataset composed of 50 real-noisy
images. It relies on taking sets of images of a static scene with different ISO values, where the nearly noise-free low-ISO
image is carefully post-processed to derive the ground-truth. To make this dataset even more realistic, ground-truth
images are hidden from the users to avoid any bias in the evaluation. To compute standard metrics on denoised images,
the user has to upload them on the official website1 where the computation is done automatically.

The real noise can be modeled as a Poisson-Gaussian noise, itself approximated with a heteroscedastic Gaussian noise
whose variance is intensity-dependent:

y = N (x, diag(ax+ b)) (31)

where (a, b) ∈ R+ × R+ are the noise parameters and operator diag(.) constructs the diagonal matrix associated to the
input vector. For each noisy image, the authors of [33] calculated the adequate noise parameters (a, b) based on this
model and made them available to the user. To apply Gaussian denoisers on these noisy images, and in particular the
proposed method, a stabilization of variance is necessary. We used the generalized Anscombe transform [6] to that end
as in [33].

1https://noise.visinf.tu-darmstadt.de/
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Noisy / 22.09 dB

Ground truth BM3D / 31.72 dB NL-Ridge / 32.07 dB

DnCNN / 31.06 dB WNNM / 32.16 dB LIChI (ours) / 32.15 dB

Noisy / 22.09 dB

Ground truth BM3D / 36.76 dB NL-Ridge / 36.82 dB

DnCNN / 37.06 WNNM / 36.95 dB LIChI (ours) / 37.18 dB

Noisy / 22.09 dB

Ground truth BM3D / 29.50 dB NL-Ridge / 29.99 dB

DnCNN / 30.06 WNNM / 30.94 dB LIChI (ours) / 30.99 dB

Figure 8: Qualitative comparison of image denoising results with synthetic white Gaussian noise (σ = 20). Zoom-in
regions are indicated for each method. From top to bottom: Barbara from Set12, Img009 from Urban100 and Img019
from Urban100.

Table 3: Results for denoising on raw data with VST on Darmstadt Noise Dataset (DND)
Unsupervised Supervised

Methods BM3D [9] NL-Ridge [11] KSVD [7] NCSR [14] WNNM [12] LIChI MLP [25] TNRD [22] FFDNet [20] DCT2net [4]
PSNR (in dB) 47.15 47.01 46.87 47.07 47.05 47.35 45.71 45.70 47.40 46.83

Figure 9 shows a qualitative comparison of the results obtained with state-of-the-art Gaussian denoisers. Since the real
noise is relatively low, it is difficult to really differentiate between all methods. However, the good news is that this
experiment proves that Gaussian denoisers are able to handle real noise in a decent way via variance stabilization. Table
3 compares the average PSNR obtained on this dataset for different methods. LIChI obtains the second best score,
surpassing BM3D [9] which was so far the best unsupervised method on this dataset, and further closing the gap with
FFDNet [20], a supervised neural network trained on a large set of images artificially corrupted with Gaussian noise.

5.4 Complexity

We want to emphasize that LIChI, though being an iterative algorithm, is relatively fast compared to its traditional and
deep-learning-based unsupervised counterparts. In Table 4, we reported the running time of different state-of-the-art
algorithms. It is provided for information purposes only, as the implementation, the language used and the machine on
which the code is run, highly influence the execution time. The CPU used is a 2,3 GHz Intel Core i7 and the GPU is a
GeForce RTX 2080 Ti. Note that LIChI has been entirely implemented in Python with Pytorch, enabling it to run on
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Noisy

Noisy BM3D [9] NL-Ridge [11]

FFDNet [20] WNNM [12] LIChI (ours)

Noisy

Noisy BM3D [9] NL-Ridge [11]

FFDNet [20] WNNM [12] LIChI (ours)

Noisy

Noisy BM3D [9] NL-Ridge [11]

FFDNet [20] WNNM [12] LIChI (ours)

Figure 9: Qualitative comparison of image denoising results on real-world noisy images from Darmstadt Noise Dataset
[33]. Zoom-in regions are indicated for each method. From top to bottom: Img0003, Img0037 and Img0044.

GPU unlike its traditional counterparts. The gap in terms of running time between supervised and unsupervised methods
is explained by the fact that these latter solve optimization problems on the fly. In comparison, supervised methods find
optimal parameters for empirical risk minimization in advance on an external dataset composed of clean/noisy images
and this time for optimization, sometimes counting in days on a GPU, is not taking into account in Table 4. Nevertheless,
note that traditional unsupervised methods are much less computationally demanding than deep-learning-based ones
because, unlike the latter which use the time-consuming gradient descent algorithm for optimization, traditional ones
have closed-form solutions.

6 Conclusion

We presented a parametric unified view of non-local denoisers, with BM3D in the foreground, and extended their
underlying formulation by iteration. Within this paradigm and using quadratic risk minimization, we proposed a
progressive approach to find the optimal parameters in an unsupervised manner. We derive LIChI algorithm, which
exploits iterative non-local linear combinations of patches. Our experimental results show that LIChI preserves much
better structural patterns and textures and generates much less visual artifacts, in particular around the edges, than single-
iterated denoisers, such as BM3D. The proposed algorithm compares favorably with WNNM, the best unsupervised
denoiser to the best of our knowledge, both in terms of both quantitative measurement and visual perception quality,
while being faster at execution.
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Table 4: Running time (in seconds) of different methods for an image of size 256× 256. Best among each category
(unsupervised or supervised) is in bold. Best among each subcategory is underlined.

Methods CPU / GPU

U
ns

up
er

vi
se

d
Tr

ad
iti

on
al

2-
st

ep

BM3D [9] 1.68 / -
NL-Bayes [10] 0.21 / -
NL-Ridge [11] 0.66 / 0.162

M
-s

te
p WNNM [12] 63.31 / -

LIChI 11.42 / 1.08

D
ee

p
le

ar
ni

ng DIP [30] - /∼ 5 min
Noise2Self [31] - /∼ 5 min
Self2Self [32] - / ∼ 1 hr

Su
pe

rv
is

ed DnCNN [19] 0.35 / 0.007
FFDNet [20] 0.06 / 0.001
LIDIA [35] 21.08 / 1.18

DCT2net [4] 0.18 / 0.007

A possible extension of our work would be to adapt the proposed iterative formulation to other parametric group
denoising functions than linear combinations. If in our experiments, only the latter produced significant improvements
over the single-iterated version, the door remains open for other, possibly better, initiatives.

7 Appendix

7.1 Proofs of the article

In what follows, X,Y ∈ Rn×k with Yi,j ∼ N (Xi,j , σ
2) independent along each row and fΘ : Y 7→ YΘ with

Θ ∈ Rk×k.
Lemma 1. Let A ∈ Rn×k, λ ∈ R+ and µ ∈ R. If A>A is invertible or λ > 0:

arg min
Θ∈Rk×k

‖AΘ−A‖2F+λ‖Θ‖2F+2µ tr(Θ) = (A>A+ λIk)−1(A>A− µIk).

Proof. Let H : Θ ∈ Rk×k 7→ ‖AΘ−A‖2F+λ‖Θ‖2F+2µ tr(Θ) and hj : θ ∈ Rk 7→ ‖Aθ−A·,j‖22+λ‖θ‖22+2µθj such
that

H(Θ) =

k∑
j=1

hj(Θ·,j).

Then, as A>A+ λIk is symmetric positive definite and thus invertible, we have:

∇hj(θ) = 2A>(Aθ −A·,j) + 2λθ + 2µej = 0⇔ θ = (A>A+ λIk)−1(A>A·,j − µej),

and finally,
arg min

Θ
H(Θ) = (A>A+ λIk)−1(A>A− µIk).

Proposition 1. Let (τ1, τ2) ∈ R∗ × R.

arg min
Θ

E‖fΘ(X + τ1(Y −X))− (X + τ2(Y −X))‖2F= (1− τ2
τ1

)(X>X + n(τ1σ)2Ik)−1(X>X) +
τ2
τ1
Ik.

Proof. Let W = Y −X and Θ′ = (τ1Θ− τ2Ik). By development of the squared Frobenius norm and by linearity of
expectation, we have:

E‖fΘ(X + τ1W )− (X + τ2W )‖2F= E
(
‖XΘ−X‖2F+2〈XΘ−X,WΘ′〉F + ‖WΘ′‖2F

)
= ‖XΘ−X‖2F+E‖WΘ′‖2F
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with

E‖WΘ′‖2F= E

 n∑
i=1

k∑
j=1

(
k∑
l=1

Wi,lΘ
′
l,j

)2
 =

n∑
i=1

k∑
j=1

E

( k∑
l=1

Wi,lΘ
′
l,j

)2
 =

n∑
i=1

k∑
j=1

k∑
l=1

σ2Θ
′2
l,j

= nσ2‖Θ′‖2F= nσ2
(
τ2
1 ‖Θ‖2F−2τ1τ2 tr(Θ) + kτ2

2

)
.

Using Lemma 1, this quantity is minimized for:

(X>X + n(τ1σ)2Ik)−1(X>X + nτ1τ2σ
2Ik) = (1− τ2

τ1
)(X>X + n(τ1σ)2Ik)−1X>X +

τ2
τ1
Ik.

Proposition 2 (SURE). An unbiased estimate of the risk RΘ(X) = E‖fΘ(Y )−X‖2F is Stein’s unbiased risk estimate
(SURE):

SUREΘ(Y ) = −knσ2 + ‖YΘ− Y ‖2F+2nσ2 tr(Θ)

which is minimized for:
ΘSURE =

(
Y >Y

)−1 (
Y >Y − nσ2Ik

)
.

Proof. For n = 1, all components of Y are independent and Stein’s unbiased risk estimate is given by [1]:

SUREΘ(Y ) = −kσ2 + ‖fΘ(Y )− Y ‖2F+2σ2 div fΘ(Y )

with div fΘ(Y ) =

k∑
j=1

∂

∂yj
YΘ·,j =

k∑
j=1

Θj,j = tr(Θ).

For n ≥ 1,

E‖fΘ(Y )−X‖2F=

n∑
i=1

E‖Yi,·Θ−Xi,·‖2F=

n∑
i=1

E(SUREΘ(Yi,·)) = E(−knσ2 + ‖YΘ− Y ‖2F+2nσ2 tr(Θ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
SUREΘ(Y )

).

Moreover, using Lemma 1, SUREΘ(Y ) is minimized for:

ΘSURE =
(
Y >Y

)−1 (
Y >Y − nσ2Ik

)
.

Proposition 3 (Noisier2Noise). Let α > 0 and y, z two vectors with z ∼ N (y, (α2σ2)I). We have:

E

[
(1 + α2)φΘ̂α

(z)− z
α2

]
= φΘNr2N

α
(y)

with Θ̂α and ΘNr2N
α defined in (24) and (26), respectively.

Proof. As Ik =
(
Y >i Yi + n(ασ)2Ik

)−1 (
Y >i Yi + n(ασ)2Ik

)
, a factorization by

(
Y >i Yi + n(ασ)2Ik

)−1
gives:

(1 + α2)Θ̂α,i − Ik
α2

=
(
Y >i Yi + n(ασ)2Ik

)−1 (
Y >i Yi − nσ2Ik

)
= ΘNr2N

α,i

. Therefore,
(1 + α2)φΘ̂α

(z)− z
α2

= φ 1+α2

α2 Θ̂α− 1
α2 I

(z) = φΘNr2N
α

(z)

with I = {Ik}Ni=1. And finally, by linearity of expectation,

E

[
(1 + α2)φΘ̂α

(z)− z
α2

]
= E

[
φΘNr2N

α
(z)
]

= φΘNr2N
α

(y).
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Proposition 4. Let Sk be the set of left stochastic matrices of size k (each column summing to 1). If each column of
X ∈ Rn×k is the same:

arg min
Θ∈Sk

E‖fΘ(Y )−X‖2F= ~1k~1
>
k /k

where and ~1k denotes the k-dimensional all-ones vector.

Proof. According to the proof of Proposition 1 with τ1 = 1 and τ2 = 0:

E‖fΘ(Y )−X‖2F= ‖XΘ−X‖2F+nσ2‖Θ‖2F .
When Θ is restricted to be a left stochastic matrix and assuming that each column of X is the same, ‖XΘ−X‖2F= 0
and the problem amounts to minimizing k independent problems (one for each column of Θ) of the form:

minimize
θ

‖θ‖22
subject to ∀1 ≤ i ≤ k, θi ≥ 0 and 〈θ,~1k〉 = 1

Using Karush–Kuhn–Tucker conditions, the unique solution is θ∗ = ~1k/k, and so Θ∗ = ~1k~1
>
k /k.
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